
 
 

 
 
KIIS Spain  II, Summer 2018  

SPAN 490-1 Spanish Cinema  
 

Professor: Dra. Kajsa Larson 
Email: larsonk2@nku.edu 
Syllabus subject to change 

 
COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
This course introduces students to cinema studies and how this medium is used to depict social 
issues for different demographic groups: women, people with disabilities, adolescents, and 
immigrants. Through the analysis of film techniques, students will improve upon their written 
and oral skills, as well as expand their critical thinking skills about film. They will also gain 
enhanced knowledge of these cultural concerns both within Spain and beyond. 
 
COURSE OUTCOMES: By analyzing the cultural themes of this course, successful students 
will be able to identify, think critically, and articulate some of the major, as well as lesser-know, 
social and cultural issues of twenty-first century Spain, and explain the cinematographic 
techniques used to express them. These outcomes will be assessed through a weekly journal, 
class presentation, film analysis worksheets, and take-home essay. 
 
Aviso Importante:  
Please remain open to receiving and analyzing visual and cultural messages as expressed through 
cinema. Films include portrayals of domestic violence, people with disabilities, and questions of 
gender identity and sexuality, prejudice and racism, and other complex, nuanced subjects. The 
topics and images in the films may make you feel uncomfortable at times, but this is an 
opportunity for you to assess why the films make you feel this way. They will likely cause you to 
question certain ideas and your understanding of them. Keep the idea of learning edges in mind 
as you view and process each film: “Learning edges. We call the edge of our comfort zone the 
learning edge. When we are on the learning edge, we are most open to expanding our knowledge 
and understanding—as well as expanding our comfort zone itself. Being on this edge means that 
we may feel annoyed, angry, surprised, confused, defensive, or in some other way 
uncomfortable. These reactions are a natural part of the process of expanding our comfort zones, 
and when we recognize them as such, we can use them as part of the learning process—signaling 
to us that we are at the learning edge, ready to expand our knowledge and understanding. The 
challenge is to recognize when we are on a learning edge and then to stay there with the 
discomfort we are experiencing to see what we can learn.” –The Program on Intergroup 
Relations, University of Michigan, 2008.  
 
Since these films are European, many of the directors have a different understanding of 
censorship (especially related to sexual content and expression, and nudity). If these items or 
topics may be a problem or concern, a student must enroll in another course.  



This course is taught in Spanish. 
 

Required materials for students: 
1) One spiral (or other bound) notebook (for taking notes and writing assignments in 
class) 
3) small (pocket) notepad for taking notes while out and about in Spain  
4) printed copy of all reading materials, which will be made available to students through 
KIIS website. All materials must be printed before leaving the U.S. 
5) small Spanish/English dictionary  
 

Learning Objectives:  
 After completing this course, students should be able to:  

• Be familiar with, and able to discuss, a variety of Spanish film directors and their 
productions 

• Increase understanding of the culture of Spain and some of its social concerns 
• Make connections between social concerns in Spain and those of other countries, 

including the United States 
• Recognize and describe film techniques used to portray social topics 
• Exchange and express feelings and opinions both orally and in writing 
• Understand and interpret written and spoken language on a variety of topics  

 
Additional suggestions: 
 The class is intricately connected to the experience of living abroad, and students are strongly 
encouraged to take advantage of their surroundings to improve their language skills. Students 
who make a sustained effort to use only Spanish outside of class throughout the program will do 
well in class, without exception.  
Recommendations for success: 

1) Do not sequester yourself at (your Spanish) home. 
2) Grow your confidence to ask questions—even to people you do not know.   
3) Make friends…and make a pledge with them to speak only in Spanish, even outside of 

class! 
4) Be social and flexible. You will be expected to work collaboratively as well as 

independently in class to generate knowledge and improve your language skills. The 
class assignments may require social interaction with locals. Embrace this opportunity 
fully, productively, enthusiastically, and respectfully! 

 
Academic Integrity: Students are expected to abide by the university’s guidelines regarding 
academic integrity.  As indicated in the undergraduate catalogue, “Students who commit any act 
of academic dishonesty may receive from the instructor a failing grade in that portion of the 
coursework in which the act is detected or a failing grade in the course without possibility of 
withdrawal” (27). 
 
Attendance Policy: Attendance is mandatory for classes and field trips. For one absence, the 
student’s grade will be lowered by one letter grade. For two absences, the student fails the 
course. Absences for legitimate reasons will be excused, but students have the responsibility to 
inform the instructor and the director of the program. 



Evaluation  
The following grading scale will be used in this course: 
A: 90 – 100 
B: 89 – 80 
C: 79 – 70 
D: 69 – 60 
F: Below 60 
 
Assessment: 
Class participation and weekly film journal entries: 20% 
Film analysis worksheets: 30% 
Group presentation and facilitation of group discussion: 15% 
Attending a film: 10% 
Final Project: 25%  
 
Class participation and weekly film journal entries.  
 
Each student will be expected to participate actively in all class activities in Spanish. Daily 
participation points (10 points per day) will be assessed using some of the following criteria.  
10 points: The student uses Spanish at all times to express ideas in class (in small and large 
group setting), always comes prepared, volunteers answers and comments. He/she is a group 
leader and encourages peers to participate. 
9 points: The student uses Spanish at all times, is almost always well-prepared, volunteers some 
answers and comments but may need prompting.  
8 points: The student uses Spanish most of the time, is usually prepared, provides some answers 
and comments but not often voluntarily. 
7 points: The student uses Spanish but also relies on English to express concepts that he/she does 
not know, comes prepared, is an active listener but is hesitant to engage actively in small or large 
group conversation.  
6 or less points: The student uses more English than Spanish, is off-task or distracts other 
students from the task at hand, is not prepared, does not listen or engage actively in small or 
large group conversation. 
 
Film journal entries: Each week students will be expected to keep a journal about each film that 
we watch in class. They should discuss their general impressions of the movie and develop 
comments about some of the film techniques that they found interesting. Journal entries will be 
handed in on a weekly basis. All journal entries shall be written in Spanish. 
 
Film analysis worksheets: Students will select two of the films that we watch in class to develop 
a longer analysis of the film techniques. A worksheet with guided questions will be provided. 
 
Group presentation and facilitation of class discussion: Students will be divided into groups. 
Each group will be required to present information about one of the class films, its corresponding 
director, as well as information about the film’s success in Spain. After, the student group 
identifies a minimum of two scenes and present a detailed analysis of the film techniques used in 
these scenes, along with why these scenes are important to the film's message. Students will re-



watch these scenes and discuss them in class. Lastly, the student group will prepare a list of 
discussion questions for the class about the film and the assigned reading and facilitate a 
conversation about it.  
 
Attending a film: During the summer, Madrid often features film festivals. To truly experience 
film in Spain, students must attend a cinematic production (from Spain) in a Spanish movie 
theater. After, they will write about this experience in Spanish (to hand in to the professor, along 
with their ticket stub). 
 
Final project: Students will select one of the films that we watch in class and develop and 
detailed film analysis of it. The final project should incorporate the class reading, any pertinent 
information about the film director, and the concepts that we studied in “Introduction to Spanish 
Film.” This assignment, written in Spanish, will be handed in on the last day of class.  
 
Film features (subject to change): 
Todo sobre mi madre (1999; Director: Pedro Almodóvar) 
Yo, también (2009; Directores: Antonio Naharro, Álvaro Pastor)) 
Retorno a Hansala (2009; Director: Chus Gutiérrez) 
Solas (1999, Director: Benito Zambrano). 
El calentito (2005; Director: Chus Gutiérrez) 
Pagafantas (2009; Director: Borja Cobeaga) 
 


